


PC PROJECI

Mr", avid sports
fans create fantasy teams composed of their
favorite players. The players' performances
in actual games determine the
fantasy league team scores
every week. We decided to do
something similar at EDN, but
our team is a very real PC. We
assembled our players-high'
performance PC components-
to find out how they would play
together in reality. Many of the
products we eventually.picked
didn't even exist at the start
of this project. We call our
creation EDN's All-Star PC,
because each component is a
stellar performer.

We had many reasons for
building the All-Star PC: lVe
needed a powerfirl computer to
test the many CAD and CAE
software products that run on
PCs, because many of these
packages outstrip the capabili-
ties of garden-variety PCs.

We wanted to illustrate the
PC's architectural versatility.
You can now find PO-based
systems and single-board com-
puters that meet the require-
ments of design projects rang-
ing from instrument controllers
to complex embedded systems.

And, we built EDN's All-

Star PC to help you judge the
true value of the many techno-
logical developments that took
place in 1989. These develop-
ments presage m{or changes
for PCs in 1990. For example,
Intel's 80486 pP redefines the
high-end PC; new SCSI-based
data-storage products pack
away massive amounts of data
in PC-class systems; and new
graphics produets bring work-
station+lass resolution and
performance to PC displays.

The five articles in this se-
ries will chronicle EDN's pro-
ject, explaining how and why
we selected each component.
We built the All-Star PC to
serve as an engineering work-
station and biased our deci-
sions accordingly. You may not
agree with all our product
selections.+.ven some EDN
editors disagree-but at least
you'll understand how we
made our particular choices.
We hope our experiences will
help you make better choices
and speed you toward your
goals.

Play ball!

STEVEN H LEIBSON, Senior Regional Editor
Sculpture by Kathy Jeffen/Sculpture Photogp.phy by Chris Vincent
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It seemed so easy. Build the World's Most Powerful PC bv

picking the best components and melding them into an integrated
whole. But every integration is tough, and the All-Stu PC takes
the problems of system integration to the extreme. The selection
process, with vendors offering thousands of PC components, is
daunting. And even when you've picked the components you

want, making them work together is no picnic.

ore than one million
transistors stare at me
through the clear plastic

fob dangling from the keys to
EDN's All-Star PC. The tran-
sistors reside on an immense
silicon slab and are collectively
known as Intel Corp's 80486
pP. This hunk of plastic and
silicon makes a fitting symbol
for the hyperspatial leap in PC
performance that the 80486
empowers. The pP's die meas-
ures 0.619 x 0.414 inches-an
unthinkable and unbuildable
IC only a few short years ago.
Similarly, a personal computer
with the speed and capacity of
EDN's All-Star PC could not
have been built without sev-
eral technological develop-
ments ofthe very recent past.
This project, to tailor a PC to
the needs of the engineer,
demonstrates just how far
these developments have
taken the PC's architecture in
its first decade.

Engineers adopted PCs long

IM

before they were called per-
sonal computers. In fact, they
adopted them even before the
first pPs appeared. Hewlett-
Packard's 9100 programmable
desktop calculator, a proto-P0
that appeared in the late
1960s, was developed by the
company's Loveland Instru-
ments Div for the express pur-
pose of controlling lab instm-
ments. An ancillary result was
that it heralded the next dec-
ade's revolution in personal
computing for engineers. The
1970s saw the a,rrival of micro-
computers based on 8-bit proc-
essors, such as Intel's 8080 and
Zilogis 280 pPs, and electrical
engineers conscripted many
of these machines for hard-
ware- and software-develop-
ment tasks.

The PC, as introduced by
IBM in 1981, accelerated the
engineering community's ac-
ceptance of the personal com-
puter as a valuable R&D tool.
In fact, PC-based software

$lze played a major role ln relecdng the proJect enclorure.
The VES 1000 enclosnre cyrtem hom Interface Electronlo
Inc f,t the proJect'r requirements exactly.
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products now dominate several
categories of engineering software,
sueh as pP software development,
PLD design, and schematic cap-
ture, because the PC makes a cost-
effective engineering workstation.

The early PCs, however, couldn't
handle much of the tougher work
assigned to engineering worksta-
tions because of memory, mass-
storage, operating-system, and
graphic-display limitations. EDN
built the All-Star PC to explore the
cunent limits of PC performance
and to discover the differences be-
tween PCs and engineering work-
stations as they exist today. Simply
put, the performance levels al-
tained by EDN's experimental ma-
chine raise the ante in the war be-
tween engineering workstations
and PCs.

Critics whine that the PC stifled
growth in the computer industry
and suppressed technological inno-
vation over the last decade. How-
ever, a more accurate look at the
computer industry, developed by
talking to many component ven-
dors, exposes the truth: the PC's
sales volume provides the economic
incentive that drives innovation and
development in display technology,
mass-storage devices, semiconduc-
tor memory, peripheral products,
and even battery technologa. Al-
though PCs may not have devel-
oped the same respectable patina
as workstations for engineering ap-
plications, PCs canry substantial
weight in the engineering market.
For these reasons, EDN deemed
PC technology sufEciently impor-
tant to wanant this series.

The machine's heart and soul
Fate placed Intel's 8088 pP into

IBM's original Model5151 PC. En-
gineers at IBM's Entry Level Sys=
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tems Div liked the processoy's ar-
chitecture,' which provided 16-bit
computing power coupled with an
inexpensive &bit bus. They also
liked the FrP's lM-byte address
Bpace, which seemed titanic when
compared to the 64k-byte address-
ing capabilities of the then-domi-
nant 8-bit processors. Lack of soft-
ware for the 8088's architecture
didn't deter IBM's engineers, nor
did the software dearth last long.
Commercially available software
packages for the PC now number
in the tens ofthousands; Intel esti-
mates that this software base is
worth $15 billion.

Since the fateful introduction of
the IBM PC, several vendors have

introduced increasingly powerfirl
pPs that feature object-code com-
patibility with Intel's original 8086
and 8088. Intel designed several of
these successors. Its 80486 pP is
the latest product of that evolution,
and became, though not intention-
ally, the heart of EDN's All-Star

PC (see box, "Changing processors
in midstream").

Several of the 80486 pP's fea-
tures make it an excellent choice
as a processor for a PC-based engi-
neering workstation. It combines
the features of Intel's 80386 p,P,
80387 floating-point processor, a 4-
way set-associative cache control-
ler, and 8kbytes of cache RAM (Fig
1). This high integration level saves
board space, reduces power con-
sumption, and assures the system
designer of a finely tuned system
core. Intel fully exploited the ad-
vantages of integration by using in-
terconnection schemes such as dual
32-bit data buses and a 12&bit bus
between the cache RAM and the
prefetcher. fire 80486's desig4ers
also took advantage of the device's
inherent parallelism. For example,
the ALU and floating-point unit can
operate concurently.

To further boost its pertormance,
the designers identified frequently
used 80386 instructions by using
code traces ftom existing programs.
A l.2-million transistor budget al-
lowed designers to reduce the clock-
cycle counts on critical instnrctions
by replacing sequential mierocode
with high-speed circuitry. Table I
shows some results of these optimi-
zation efforts. The 80486 achieves
significantly better performance
than the 80386 on a clock-cycles-
per-instnrction (CPI) basis. In fact,
the table shows that the 80486 can
also better the CPI performance of
so-called RISC (reduced-instruc-

PhotognpS by The Photo Worlc and $tcven
lelbmn unleu otherwfue noted.
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tion-set computer) FPs, whose
claim to fame is low CPI counts.
However, with 1.2 million transis-
tors, you could hardly call the 80486
a RISC pP.

Other 80486 features have also
proven important to the overall per-
formance of EDN's All-Star PC.
The processor's prefetch unit can
theoretically fetch four 32-bit in-
structions in five clock cycles (nor-
mal bus cycles require at least two
clock cycles per bus transfer). This
burst-access mode mates quite well
with the capabilities of fast-page-
mode DRAMs (dynamic RAMs) and
reduces or eliminates the need for
secondary cache memory external

to the p,P. The pP's paging and
segmentation units provide the
memory-management resources re-
quired by multiuser operating sys-
tems such as Unix. The units allow
advanced PC software to extract
additional performance from system
resources, even when running un-
der Microsoft's DOS. However, the
interaction between the memory-
management circuitry and other
system components also caused a
few interesting problems, as you'll
see in subsequent articles.

Even supposedly minor features
make the 80486 a good choice for
EDN's All-Star PC. For example,
the p"P generates and checks mem-

ory parity, so you don't have to in-
clude parity-generation and check-
ing circuitry in your design. Fur-
ther, the 80486's clock input re-
quires only a I x clock signal, so
you don't need to pipe 50- or 66-
MHz signals around your board, as
you did for 80386-based designs.
The latter is a small feature that
may help keep the FCC off your
back. But the biggest feature that
makes the 80486 the right choice
for a PC-based workstation is its
compatibility with the original 8088
instruction set and the 50,000 or so
commercial programs that use these
instructions.

By itself, even a super processor

Ftg l-An integral floatlng-point unit and on-chip cache RAM help drlve the performance of Intel's 80486 pP sky high. Maeglve buslng mover
data to the variouo on*hip elements quickly,
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like the 80486 isn't of much use; it
has to be packaged into a system.
For PCs, the key component of such
a system is the mother board. Many
companies make mother boards for
PC systems using a variety of de-
sign philosophies. I selected the
Cheetah Gold 425 mother board,
from Cheetah International Inc, for
the All-Star PC after several dis-
cussions with Ron Sartore, the com-
pany's president. Sartore's design
strategy boils down to using the
most flexible components available
and wringing the last nanosecond
from them without relying on "t;pi-
cal" specifrcations. That's a design
philosophy I can easily accept.

As a consequence of Sartore's ap-
proach, the Cheetah Gold 425
sports PC/AT expansion slots. It
doesn't incorporate any of the
mother-board chip sets offered by
many semiconductor vendors. In-
stead, Cheetah's mother board em-
ploys the same LSI peripheral de-
vices that the PC/AT uses, glued
together with PLDs. The flexibility
that the mother-board PLDs pro-

vide allows Cheetah to tackle the
inevitable compatibility problems
that arise when plugging in various
expansion cards designed for IBM's
astoundingly ambiguous PC and
PC/AT buses (recently misnamed
the "Industry Standard Architec-
ture" or ISA bus).

Unfortunately, IBM's entire
documentation for its PC and PC/
AI buses consists of a few para-
graphs of text and the schematics

for the IBM PC, PCD(T, and PC/
AI computers. As a result of this
sparse documentation, every com-
pany's implementation of these
buses is somewhat different. Yet,
these poorly specifred, uncontrolled
buses have become de facto indus-
try standards, and as such have at-
tracted the attention of board de-
signers. You can't fault IBM, how-
ever. The company never proposed
its PC buses as standards.

A rcmovable card cage earer amembly and renlclng of EDN'r All-Star PC and provlder a good
dlrplay lrame for the l6M byter of RAM on the Cheetah Gold 425 daughter car{.

Changing processors in midstream
Cheetatr's Ciold 425 mother board began its existence
as the Cheetah Gold/&3, a design based on Intel's
33-MHz 80886 pP. I saw the board in this configura-
tion dwing my first meeting with Cheetah's presi-
dent, Ron Sartore. fire 8038&based design placed
the processor on the mother board and used a pro-
prietary memory card plugged into a slot that was
not part ofthe conventional expansion-slot arrange-
ment. Because the 80886 doesn't support burst-mode
transfers directly, the memory design included a
burst-mode controller built from PLDs. However,
by our second meeting, Sartore had converted one
of the Cheetah Gold/38 memory boards into a mem-
ory- and processor-board unit based on the 80486.
By pulling the 8O386 from its socket on the mother
board and pluggng in the 80486-based daughter

card, Sartore transformed his 80886-based design
into the Cheetah Gold 425 in only a day or two.

Even at 25Mll'z (a?5% reduction in clock rate),
the 8M8&based design outperformed the &3-MHz
8088&based design by a factor of two or three. The
time required toremove hidden lines and regenerate
a drawing of London's St Paul's Cathedral using
Autodesk's popular AutoC"A.D prognam dropped
from seven minutes using the 80886 to two minutes
using the 80486. Clearly, the 80486's internal cache
memory provides muc-h of that performance boost
(Cheetah's 80386 design employed no cache RAM),
but the 8(X86's streamlined instructions also contrib-
ute to its speed. After Sartore's demonstration, I
conscripted the 80486 onto EDN's AU-Star PC
Project.
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The ISA bus now boasts the in-
dustry's widest range of plug-in
cards. Among PC users, engineers
have especially benefited from the
ISA bus, because many manufac-
turers offer ISA boards designed
especially for engineering needs.
You can buy analog and digital
data-acquisition eards, video frame
grabbers, EPROM and PLD pro-
grammers, IEEE-488 instrumenta-
tion controllers, interface cards for
nearly any digital interface ever in-
vented, a broad range of display
cards, industrial and commercial
network controllers, peripheral con-
trollers for the biggest menagerie
of devices on earbh, and nearly any
other type of expansion card that

you could possibly imagine for the
ISA bus.

It will take years for these board
vendors to replicate this variety for
the ISA bus's successors: IBM's
MCA (Micro Channel Architecture)
and the EISA (Extended Industry
Standard Architecture) bus. For
engineers, the incessant ranting
and raving in the popular PC maga-
zines regarding the superiority of
MCA or EISA is moot. Furbher, in-
formed discussions regarding the
advantages of multiprocessing on
the MCA and EISA buses await
software to exploit this capability.
DOS doesn't handle multiprocessing
configurations well. So until the
board vendors can provide the same

wide range of expansion card func-
tions for the newer buses, I believe
that the ISA bus remains the right
choice for a PC-based engineering
workstation. That's why Cheetah's
mother board (and EDN's All-Star
PC) employs PC/AT slots.

A potential flaw looms in my ar-
gument, however. If the ISA bus
proves to be the limiting perform-
ance factor and actually throttles
the PC's throughput, then it loses
much of its attractiveness. Major
consumers of bus bandwidth in-
clude the main memory, disk and
network controllers, and the dis-
play adapter. Cheetah's design
avoids many potential bus-band-
width problems by separating the

%
Flg 2-By separating the memory and I/O oubryrtema on itr Gold 425 mother board, Cheetah International achievee an extra degree of parallel
operation beyond that provided by the onboard 80486 pP.
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main system memory and the I/O
circuitry on the mother board (Fig
2). Both the memory subsystem and
the I/O subsystem have independ-
ent, state-machine controllers that
optimize the subsystems' interfaces
to the 80486.

The processor/memory interface
Cheetah's memory-subsystem

and processor boards snap together
to create a single unit, which plugs
into a proprietary expansion slot on
the mother board. The processor
card holds the 80486 and sufficient
circuitry to drive the memory con-
troller and bus state machine. The
memory card holds the entire mem-
ory subsystem, including 16M bytes
of RAM, organized as four 4M-byte
blocks (Fig 3). Cheetah's processor/
memory design superficially resem-
bles the approach taken by other
vendors who build ISA mother
boards for 32-bit pPs. The ISA bus
doesn't support 32-bit memory, so
a proprietary memory slot is re-
quired. Cheetah's approach differs
by placing both the processor and
the RAM on one plug-in daughter
card, thereby permitting an opti-
mized connection between the proc-
essor and memory, and removing
memory cycles from the expansion
bus. This approach also allows the
company to migrate its design to
the next pP in the PC's evolution
by redesigning only the daughter
card.

Because it is so closely coupled
with the pP, the 425 mother board's
memory subsystem achieves nearly
optimum performance. With zero-
wait-state RAM, the 80486 can
transfer four 32-bit double words in
five clock cycles. But several mega-
bytes of zero-wait-state memory
costs too much to be practical. Us-
ing fast-page-mode DRAMs, Chee-
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Table 1-Enhanced execution of frequent instructions

tah's design can perform the burst-
mode operation in six clock cycles.
When loaded with 8M or 16M bytes
of RAM, the memory subsystem in-
terleaves 4M-byte memory banks
and can sustain the 6-clock-cycle
burst rate indefinitely if the proces-
sor continues to read memory se-
quentially. Without interleaving,
DRAM precharge requirements

g0486 rf
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force the DRAM controller to insert
additional wait states. EDN's All-
Star PC incorporates 16 Toshiba
THM91000AS-70 SIMMs (single in-
line memory modules), for a total
memory capacity of 16M bytes. You
can also place memory in the
mother board's expansion slots, but
that data path runs slower because
ofthe expansion bus's speed and 16-
bit width.

Cheetah's bus state machine also
attempts to minimize the consump-
tion of bus bandwidth. All I/O de-
vices on the mother board and all
expansion cards plugged into the
mother board's expansion slots
transfer data in 8- or 16-bit chunks,
but the 80486 has a 32-bit data bus.
Intel solved this data-bus mismatch
by providing the 80486 with dy-
namic bus sizing. For each bus cy-
cle, the 80486 first attempts to per-
form the transfer using the entire
32-bit data bus. Devices that can't

Nine milllon trandston requlre very llttle
room when packaged ae a lMx9-blt SIMM
(rlngle In{lne memory nodule). The Al}Star
PC ueeo 16 of there 7O-nrec THM9I000AS-70
SIMMr fron Torhlba Amerlca Electrnnlc Com-
ponentr Inc,

accommodate 32-bit bus cycles
drive one of two processor pins to
signal that they only supporb 8- or

16-bit transfers. Asserting either
signal forces the 80486 to run addi-
tional bus cycles until the transfer
is completed. For devices limited to
16-bit transfers. the 80486 runs two
bus cycles, unless the data is not
word-aligned, in which case it runs
three cycles. For byte-sized de-
vices, the processor runs four bus
cycles to complete the transfer.

The 80486 wastes bus bandividth
when it executes additional bus
cycles to accommodate devices
smaller than 32 bits. Slow I/O de-
vices that require the insertion of
wait states during a bus cycle
merely compound the problem.
Cheetah's bus state machine pro-
vides a partial solution to this prob-
lem by diverting write cycles into
a 32-bit holding register. This regis-
ter is a fast device, so it invokes
no wait states. Thus, all write cy-
cles directed at the mother board
or an expansion card require only
one processor bus cycle. Once the
transfer between the 80486 and the
holding register is completed, the
processor's bus is no longer busy.
Therefore. the 80486 can use the
memory subsystem while the I/O
controller completes the execution
of the bus cycle initiated by the
processor. Meanwhile, the I/O con-
troller moves the 32 data bits from
its holding register to the intended
recipient of the write cycle in appro-
priately sized chunks using two or
four transfer cycles for 16- or 8-bit
devices, respectively.

Unfortunately, this clever tech-
nique doesn't work for read cycles,
so the processor must throttle down
to read data from devices on the
mother board or from boards
plugged into the expansion slots.
However, the architecture must be
effective for the 80486 because the
Cheetah Gold 425 mother board

Clreeta[ Eoht 42i
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consistently outperforms other
804t|6-based PC mother-board de-
signs in benchmark tests conducted
by computer magazines such as
Bgte and Personal Wwkstnti,an,
formerly MIPS (Refs I and 2).

Cheetah's bus state machine also
disassociates the mother board's ex-
pansion-bus speed ftom the proces-
soy's clock rate. IBM's original PCs
merely extended the pP's bus sig-
nals to the expansion bus through
some simple buffers. The first PC

ran at 4.77 MHz; the first PC/AT
ran at 6 MHz. The expansion buses
in these machines eonsequently ran
at a leisurely pace. As processor
speeds rose, so did the expansion-
bus speeds ofthe PC clones. Bythe
time the expansion buses started
running at 10 MHz, some real tim-
ing problems appeared, once again
because of the undocumented and
uncontrolled nature ofthe ISA bus.
The Cheetah Gold 425's bus state
machine nrns the expansion bus at

6 MHz and avoids many of the tim-
ing problems that sometimes crop
up between fast PCs and expansion
cards.' Cheetah uses Award Software
Inc's 486 Modular BIOS (basic I/O
system) firmware on its mother
board. Award developed its 80486
BIOS code in coqjunetion rrith
Cheetah. A BIOS serves as the glue
between the operating system and
the hardware. It translates operat-
ing system function calls into ma-

Flg 3-bur 4il-byte.nenory bantr and lndependent banl*ontrol modulec pcrnlt memory tnterleavlng ln the Chcchh Gold 425 memoty ruDcyrtem.
Ttlr appoach booofr memory thloqhput.
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chine instructions that interact di-
rectly with the hardware. BIOS
vendors must rewrite their frrm-
ware for each new pP to make the
best use of the processor's new fea-
tures. An 80386 BIOS will work in
80486-based systems, but it won't
be able to test or use the on-chip
cache memory. Because of changes
made to the 80486's floating-point
processor, Award modified the way
in which its 486 Modular BIOS in-
itializes the 80486's floating-point
processor. The modification pre-
vents a fatal processor error that
is nonfatal in 80386/80387-based
systems.

Cache RAM breaks I/O code
BIOS timing loops also required

some modification. The 80486's on-
chip cache memory can significantly
speed the execution of looped soft-
ware, and your delay timings can
be considerably shortened by the
faster hardware. Although Award

discovered that it didn't need to
make many changes to its delay
code, the 80486's faster execution
speed definitely caused problems
later in the project.

With the mother board and proc-
essor selected, only two more com-
ponents were required to complete
the All-Star PC's foundation: the
power supply and the enclosure for
the CPU. I knew from early inquir-
ies that I'd require a substantial
power supply. My plans called for
a total of seven |r/c- and }Yz-in.
mass-storage peripherals, including
two power-hungrry hard-disk drives.
The largest conventional power
supplies offered for PCs in the fa-
miliar AT form factor provide
250W, and most have only four or
five power connectors for mass-
storage devices. I doubted that
250W would be sufficient for the
All-Star PC, knew that even five
peripheral power connectors
wouldn't be enough, and worried
that the start-up-current require-

ments of the hard-disk drives would
overload a 250W power supply's
12V output.

Fortunately, PC Power & Cool-
ing Inc anticipated the development
of large PC-based computer sys-
tems like EDN's All-Star PC and
developed a 420W power supply:
the Turbo 450. It supplies ample
power and provides eight power
connectors for mass-storage de-
vices-perfect for the All-Star PC
project. The Turbo 450 powered
Cheetah's mother board in Chee-
tah's Colorado Springs R&D labs
for a few months while I attempted
to find a suitable enclosure. I knew
it was out there somewhere, but I
had a devil of a time finding it.

One reason for my diffrculties was
the scope of the All-Star PC Pro-
ject. Very few PCs incorporate
seven mass-storage devices, so
most vendors don't make PC enelo-
sures big enough to accommodate
that many peripherals. Most AT-
class PC enclosures hold no more
than six half-height disk drives, but
I planned to use four half-height
floppy-disk drives plus three more
full-height drives. Thus, I needed
room for the equivalent of 10 half-
height drives.

Off to Comdex
Because the All-Star PC would

hold so many peripheral devices, it
would require a tower-style enclo-
sure. A desktop enclosure that can
house 10 half-height drives would
consume an entire desktop. Failing
to find any leads on an enclosure,
I journeyed to Comdex Fall '89 in
Las Vegas and concentrated on
finding just the right one. While
tramping up and down the aisles, I
spotted the enclosure that I was
looking for. Several computer
manufacturers at the show were us-
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ing what was obviously the same
enclosure; I even saw a gold-plated
version. Most of these computers
were file and network servers that
incorporated several disk drives in-
stalled in the enclosure's drive cage.
That cavernous cage had space for
10 half-height drives. But finding
the right enclosure isn't the same
as finding its vendor. The compa-
nies showing computers based on
this enclosure either didn't know
or wouldn't tell me who the ven-
dor was.

Finally, at one booth, I asked the
wrong person: someone who
worked for the enclosure vendor in-
stead of the booth's owner. That's
how I found Interface Electronics
Inc. The All-Star PC uses the com-
pany's painted (not gold-plated)
VES 1000 enclosure system. The
enclosure has several outstanding
features. In addition to the 10 drive
bays, it has a removable card cage
that is mounted vertically so that
all of the PC's cabling exits from
the top. Ifyou've ever hooked a PC
up to a few external peripherals
such as printers, plotters, and dis-
plays, you know what a benefit it
is to have the I/O connectors acces-
sible from the top of the machine
instead of the back, where most
computer manufacturers put them.
Once you've completed the connec-
tions, a steel cap slides over the ca-
bles making everything look neat
and tidy.

The entire enclosure is made of
steel, blocking those pesky EMI
emissions that beckon the regula-
tory agencies. Hinged front and
side doors provide easy access to
the drive bays and the inside ofthe
machine. Both doors lift off their
hinges so that you can move them
out of the way when assembling the
system or during extended service
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Reoting rnugly in the removable card ca8e, the Gheetah Gold 425
mother board and proceuor/memory daughter card await the expanaion
boardr that wlll complete the foundation of the All-Star PC Project.

procedures. Even small features
make the VES 1000 an attractive
choice. For example, it uses the
same-sized screw for all removable
fasteners, so you don't need to keep
track of different types of screws.
The enclosure has many such well-
thought-out features, including a
slide-out air filter that keeps dust
and dirt from entering the machine
through the air inlet. Though per-
fect for the All-Star PC Project, the
VES 1000 won't satisfy the require-
ments of every PC-based design, so
Interface Electronics will customize
the VES 1000 enclosure or develop
new designs for other OEM require-
ments.

Only one problem remained. The
VES 1000 doesn't accept AT-sized
power supplies. Instead, it uses a
420W power supply that was cus-
tom designed and built by PC
Power & Cooling. How's that for
coincidence? I quickly exchanged
the All-Star PC's Turbo 450 power
supply for the company's ST450.
The ST450 employs the Turbo 450's
circuit board but has a larger hous-
ing so that it can accommodate two
thermally controlled, variable-
speed fans. The fans draw air
through the power supply's enclo-
sure and blow it over the VES
1000's card cage. This scheme pro-
vides significantly better cooling
than the conventional PCiAT lay-
out, a feature that high-end PCs
like EDN's All-Star PC, which con-
tain many high-power components,
require. The ST450 thus matched
the design of the VES 1000 and the
requirements of this project per-
fectly. As I installed PC Power &
Cooling's ST450 into the VES 1000,
the last piece of the All-Star PC's
foundation finally fell into place.
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Puttlng the l/O cabler at the top of the PC's
encloeure sinplifter maklng connections to ex'
ternal perlpheral devices.
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